Cross-sectional and longitudinal relationships between physical fitness and risk factors for coronary heart disease in men and women: "the Adelaide 1000".
Measurements of aerobic fitness, weight, blood pressure, and lipids were made in 1000 sedentary men and women entering a fitness programme, and were repeated 2 years later in 733 subjects. Cross-sectional analyses including (a) comparisons of CHD risk factors in subjects grouped as "low", "low/moderate", "moderate/high", and "high" fitness, and (b) multiple regression analyses of relationships between fitness and risk factors showed that fitter subjects had better risk profiles than less fit. Longitudinal analyses including (a) comparisons of risk factor changes in subjects grouped as fitness "losers", "stable", "small gain", and "large gain", and (b) multiple regression analyses of relationships between fitness change and risk factor changes showed that fitness change was largely unrelated to risk factor changes. The study supported the existence of beneficial associations between fitness and risk factors but not cause and effect relationships.